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Abstract
A flash, then darkness; The deep dark of time. A moment’s struggle For things unknown...
From Here? 
A flash, then darkness; 
The deep dark of time. 
A moment's struggle 
For things unknown. 
Expressed through song, 
Through art and prose; 
In machine and steel. 
T h e pulse of man. 
Without the quest 
For dimensionless reality; 
For knowledge of that denied 
T o enhemeral man. 
X 
We'd surely be less 
Than the sum we are: 
Only sand and salt 
And nothingness. 
What meaning can we, 
Debris of creation, 
Find in thought, in word? 
Nothing save an eternal quest. 
Stand, fight and die against the wall 
T o gain an insight. 
Blind fools we are to quest 
After a ghost that flees before the light! 
T h e tools and artifacts we wield 
Against the deepening night, 
Of stars and space — endless time. 
Used to know what we will never find. 
—Jerry Mathews, Sci. Sr. 
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